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This poster introduces a published protocol for the
measurement of post-cranial bones in computed
tomography (CT) scans using slab maximum
intensity projection (slab MIP) visualization.
The summarized steps of the protocol are described
and illustrated using on page 1. The full protocol is
available through the paper at the DOI below.
Testing of the protocol is reported on page 2, and
indicates that it yields highly repeatable and
accurate measurements, while remaining flexible
enough to implement in most DICOM viewers without
exporting images to specialized software.
Paper at: doi.org/10.1016/j.fri.2020.200354

Summarized measurement protocol

Step 1. Bring transverse slice to
one of the ends of the bone. Adjust
the measurement plane (middle
red line) so that it replicates how
the bone would rest on an
osteometric board.

Step 2. Adjust the measurement
plane (middle red line) so that it
rests on the most posterior/inferior
point of the opposite end of the
bone.

Step 3. Set the measurement slice
to slab MIP mode and adjust
thickness of the slab so that both
maximal points of the bone (yellow
circles) are simultaneously
observed.

Step 4. Draw a line along the
measurement axis. Add lines
perpendicular to the axis, and
align with the maximal points.
Measure between these lines,
along the axis of measurement.
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Comparative testing of protocol
•

Testing repeatability: Two observers took repeat measurement
of four bones in nine juvenile individuals (aged 0-10 years).
Inter observer error

•

•

Intra observer error
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Testing accuracy: Four dry bones from 10 juvenile individuals
(aged 0-11 years) were measured on an osteometric board
and in DICOM using the protocol.
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Comparison to other protocols: This protocol performs better
than DICOM-only protocols [1, 2], but less well than protocols
requiring importing images to CAD software [3, 4].
Inter observer error

Intra observer error
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